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1. The GATT is increasing its efforts to provide practical assistance to
developing countries in the promotion of their trade and economic development.
This document briefly describes these efforts in the recent past in the field of
trade and aid studies; assistance to developing countries in connexion with par-
ticular trade policy problems; and training courses in commercial policy.
Reference is made in this document only to activities of the GATT Trade Centre
which specifically relate to the kind of assistance referred to above. The
activities of the Centre generally are described in a separate document (COM.TD/33).

I. Trade and Aid Studies

2. Studies of the development plans of developing countries were initiated by GATT
in 1960; in 1961 and 1962, surveys of the plans of India and Pakistan were com-
pleted by the secretariat and discussed in GATT Committee III. At theïr meeting in
May 1963, Ministers agreed that this type of work should be extended and that trade
and aid studies of developing countries should be undertaken aimed at obtaininga
clear analysis of export potential, market prospects and any further action that
may be required to overcome any difficulties that the studies reveal. Provision
for collaboration of trade and and studies were subsequently written into Part IV
of the General Agreement.

3. In 1965 three such studies were completed, analyzing the foreign trade
implications of the current development plans of Kenya, Uganda and Nigeria. A
group of expert, delegated by individual contracting parties and by international
organizations concerned with economic development, discussed the secretariat
studies on Uganda and Nigeria in two meetings in July and December 1965, and for-
mulated a series of conclusions and recommendations which were endorsed by the
Committee on Trade ,and Development in March 1966 and by the CONTRACTING PARTIES at
their twenty-third session. Both studies, including a record of the discussions
in the expert group and the group's final statement, are available as GATT
publications .¹

¹Sales Nos. 1966-5 and 1966-6.
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4. Several technical assistance projects, indicated by the studies and
recommended by the grcup of experts, have been instituted in the two African
countries, supported either by GATT's own resources or by bileteral assistance
obtained through the secretariat's offices. To diversify the agricultural
exports of Uganda, the experts recommended the establishment of a Minor Crops
Marketing Board whose function would be to commercialize the production of
several crops grown widely in the subsistence sector of the Uganda economy, and
to bulk and grade sufficient quantities of them for exports. Following a request
from the Uganda Government for technicalassistance for this purpose, the GATT
Trade Centre was able to obtain from the Government of Australia the services of
an expert in this field who is a present in Uganda.

5. In the case of Nigeria, several programmes were recommended and offers of
assistance in them were made by several contracting parties as well as hy inter-
natio.ial organizations in the expert group' s meeting. The Trade Centre has taken
in hand a series of market surveys for a list of minor or new exports of Nigeria.
Some of these studies, particularly those on meat, meat products and slaughter
by-products, and various forms of sawn timber and other timber products, should
be of interest to other West African, and possibly other developing, countries
as well. In November l966, an officer of the secretariat visited Lagos to
enquire about the progress of the other programmes and to ascertain what
additional assistance might be needed to ensure their full implementation.'

6. In the last two years, the secretariat's approach to trade and aid studios
has been gradually changing in two respects. The main concern of these studies,
namely the need to understand the conditions governing the growth and diversi-
fication of exports in individual developing countries, and to devise ways in
which foreign. aid could be brought to bear more directly on the development of
exports, has become increasingly shared by all the main aid donors and
international organizations.. concerned. Thus, several aspects of the economies of
developing countries examined in the GATTprogramme of studies are also
attracting increasing interest from , and being simultaneously studied by,
several different organizations and bilateral agencies.

7. Aware of the increasing danger of duplication, the secretariat already in
1965 took steps to obtain better co-ordination with all other parties interested
in the field cf export production and planning In the context of overall pro-
grammes of development. In August l965, following preliminary negotiations in
Geneva, twe officers of the secretariat were invited to accompany a mission of
the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development undertaking a full-
scale study of the economy of Tunisia. While each organization prepared a report
of its own, the informal co-operation betweern the two missions has proved of
considerable value. In 1966, this co-operation developed to the point of the
secretariat's seconding three officers to participate in anIBRD mission sur-
veying the economy of Algeria. The GATT officers formed, in this case, an
integral part of the mission with responsibility for preparing the chapters on
Algeria' s actual and potential. exports.
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8. In October and November 1966, a secretariat officer participated in an
inter-organizational mission combining the Food and Agriculture Organization, the
Economic Commission for Africa and GATT, and surveying the conditions of animal.
production, and of trade in animals, meat, meat products and slaughter by-
products, in West Africa. The report of this mission is to be finalized this
month.

9. As these most recent activities show, the secretariat is now only
exceptionally undertaking studies of a whole economy of a developing country for
the purpose of assessing its export potential and improving the co-ordination of
trade and aid policies. It is considered preferable, wherever possible, to
associate GATT experts with those of other organizations whose terms of reference,
special expertize and more readily available documentation cover the internal
economic policies of developing countries and/or particular areas of production.
The GATT expects to maintain continuing arrangements for collaboration on these
lines, notbably with the IBRD.

10. At the same time, the programme of trade and aid studies is also being
reorientated away from a primary concern with individual developing countries
and their commercial connexions with their main trading partners - in most
cases, the overseas developed countries - to paying closer attention to the
trade of each developing country with its immediate neighbours. It has been
realized that the potentially most dynamic markets, especially for the
manufactured products of the recently-established industries, lie in other,
particularly in the neighboring, developing countries. In most cases, the cost
level of these new industries, as well as the quality of their product, makes
it, for the time being, difficult to sell these manufactures over long distances
into the very selective markets of the industrialized countries. On the other
hand, thie advantage afforded by the high transport cost to which products
originating in industrialized countries are subject in the markets of Asia,
Africa and Latin America presents an opportunity for local products to be pro-
fitably exchanged under suitable '.rade arrangements. ln this way, as the local
ai-d regional markets for cach new manufacturing industry are gradually extended,
the productive organization of that industry can be improved. The output at
least of several of these new industries could thus eventually become com-
petitive even in the overseas markets.

11. There is an additional considerations recommending this shift of emphasis in
the studios undertaken by the secretariat. Within the present structure of
Institutions concerned with economic development, there are abundant opportunities
for bilateral contacts through which the developing countries car make their needs
known and obtain advice and assistance on problems encountered in their internal
development, including the development of their export industries. On the other
hand, the GATT can more appropriately provide a forum in which a group of
countries can discuss and seek solutionsto problems arising in their mutual
trade .
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12. Earlier in 1966, the secretariat prepared a statistical survey of mutual
trade of developing countries (CCM.T/D/W/3 and addenda). This is now being
followed by a geographicaily more limited but, at the same time, substantive
and more detailed study, conduceted inclose co-operation with the ECA, the FAO
and other interested organizations, of mutual trade opportunities in West Africa.
This study is concerned with the conditions of trade in products of several
industries already established in the sub-region, as influenced not only by
commercial policies of individual countriesin the area but also by the adequacy
or otherwise of the necessary ancillary facilities (transport and distribution,
financing and insurance, promotion and publicity). Research for the first
section cf 'the study, dealing with t-radE in live animals, meat, meat products
and slaughter by-products, was completed in November 1966.

II. Related Actîvîties

13. Since the approval by the CONTRACTING PARTIES at their eighteenth session of
recommendatiorLs put fonard by the (Co;uncil to facilitate assist:ice to developing
countries i-, cornnexion wîth their commercial policy problems, members cf the
GAIT sçcretariat - or experts whose services are secured through the secretariat -

have undertaken a number of vi-sits to such countries in order to provide the
technical advice and assistance requested by the governments concerned. In this
field there is further progress to report in 1966. In two instances, the needed
expertize has been supplied to countries wishing to revise their import tariffs.
This must be considered one of the most important aspects of the technical assis-
tance activities cf the secretariat. With continuing progress in the development
and modernization of a productive apparatus of a country there inevitably comes
a stage at which the system of commercial policies, and of protection afforded by
that system, has te be modernized as well.. It is generally recognized that the
tariffs of r;any developing countries are Today obsolete, based on conditions,
consîderations and interests which. have lost sigïnificance owing te subsequent
developments in the national econorries, and made excessively cumbersome through
an accumulation of ad hoc, logically unrela-ted, arendmmnts. In; this form, an
import tariff cari become one of the main obstacles to the effort to develop
efficient modern industries. When the Republic of Chule arrived at the decision
to streamline and reorganize its import tariff, the secretariat supplied the
expert, a Director cf the Danish Customs Service, to provide assistance in
this task. Similarly, ani expert from the secretariat was sent to Malawi to
give assistance in forformulatïng 'that country's import tariff.
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14. In February 1966 the Government of Zambia made a request to the GATT
Trade Centre through the Regional Representative of the United Nations
Development Programme in Lusaka for assistance in implementing the import
diversification programme decided upon by the Government.

15. The Deputy Director of the Trade Centre undertook the mission to Zambia
in May 1966 and submitted a report to the Zambian Government and the UNDP.
The mission was financed by United Nations Technîcal Assistance funds.

16. The Trade Centre undertook to provide, in response to requests from the
Zambian authorities, information on sources of supply of specific products
involved ln the import substitution programme. The Centre also agreed to assist
the Zambian Government in securing managerial know-how for a government
sponsored Import and wholesale corporation.

17. Following the IBRD survey on Algeria, and a recent visit to Algeria by
the Deputy Director-General, the Aigerian Government requested GATT to make
available to them, for several months, GATT officers who had participated in
the International Bank's mission for the purpose of co-operating with
Government officials in making a more detailed elaboration of their country s
export perspectives. Two officers are currently in Algiers helping to refine
the procedures of the planning unit dealing with the external, sector. The
primary purpose of this technical assistance is to familiarize officers in
the host country with details of various methods and techniques which the GATT
secretariat has used and developed as part of its regular responsibilities.
ln addition, the Trade Centre has secured for Algeria the services of an
export promotion expert, onr a three-month secondment from the French Gevernment,
to help to organize an export promotion service within the Ministry of Commerce.

III. Commercial Policy Courses

The commercial policy courses in Geneva

18. During the period 1955 te December 1966, a total of 188 officials from
sixty-three countries have participated in the twenty-two commercial policy
courses held by the GATT in Geneva (see Annex A). The twenty-second course,
from 1 August to mid-December 1966, was attended by fifteen officials.

19. The courses are designed for officials from developing countries holding
fellowships awarded by the United Nations Technical Assistance Authorities;
on occasions "auditeurs libres" also participate. Each year, two courses of
a duration of four and a half months are held, one for English-speaking and
the other for French-speaking offïcials.
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20. The purpose of the course is to enable officials who have, or who may have
in the future, responsibilities in the formulation and conduct of foreign trade
policy to study policy and practical problems of trade and economic development,-
to participate in the multilateral review of these problems and to follow
intergovernmental negotiations and consultations thereon. The course covers
the following principal areas general problems of international trade;
formulation and implementation of governmental trade policy; objectives,
provisions and functioning of GATT; tariffs and trade negotiations, including
the modalities and procedures established for such negotiations; agricultural
problems in international trade; trade problems of developing countries;
special problems relating to specific products or countries; analytical study
of trends and patterns of trade.

21.During the course lectures and discussions are conducted by officers of
the secretariat. Stress is laid on the importance of external trade to countries
with developing economies, the merits of various lines of commercial policy
in promoting development, the problems which arise in the administration of
trade policy measures, and the principles and rules which at present apply to
the international trading system. An outline of the programme for the course

beginning 1 February 1967, is set out in Annex B. The programmealso provides
for seminars in which particular subjects of topical interest (e.g. techniques
of the Kennedy Round negotiations; tariff preferences for developing countries;
customs uniens, free-trade areas and other regional arrangements; commodity
agreements; etc.) are studied and discussed in greater depth, with emphasis
on. the rôle of GATT in intergovernmental negotiations on practical and concrete
problems of trade and economic developments. During each course fellows may
choose to be assigned to departments where there are able to work closely with
officers of the secretariat on problems of particular interest to them.

22.Further, arrangements are made for the fellows to gain soare understanding
ai, the work of other intergovernmental organizations engaged in related
fields, such as the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development and the
European Free Trade Association, having headauarters in Geneva. Visits
outside Geneva are also arranged:to Berne and other nearby capital to study
the formulation of commercial policy and the manner in which international
commerce Is conducted and organized. The twenty-second course was concluded
by a visit to Belgium, the Netherlands and Swededn.

23. The scope and content of the courses are modified year by year to include
the problems currently of concern to the less-developed countries, with
attention being paid to the needs and interests of each participant.

24. Fifteen candidates have been accepted for the twenty-third course
beginning in February 1967.
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5. Joint GATT/ECA courses in Africa

25. Over the past five years the GATT in collaborâtionwith the Economic
Comission for Africa arid tEc T'ehRal Assistâance fAuthorities of th.e jnîted.
Nataonszs conductedd, in Africa, a series of short training. courses on
foreign trade and commercial policy.

26» Courtse sor Eoglish- speain oCfficaias have been held in Dar-ea-Salaam
(1962), Kampala (1965), Nairobi (1964), Adcis Ababa (1965) and Lagos (1966);
aI! ft Pt1h~peakXrx&off hicslÉ in Dakar (1962), Abidjan (1963) Yaourid and
>ouala (1964), Lomé (1965) and Txicznarive (1966).

27. The 1966 courses at Tananarive and Lagos were hold freim 5-30 September
end trom 17 Noirember to 14 December, respectively. In addition to the
pxrt>c±n% and raudit4eurs libres" frm the hoe t countries, the course at
Tananarive was attended by a total cf thirtIcen officials fromn Togo, Chad,
Upper Volta, Dahomey, urundi, Mlauritania, Malf, Niger, Democratic Republic
of the Corngo and Cameroon, and -the one at Lagos by a tota of ten officials
freid Ethiopîa, Malawî, Ghana, Somalla, Kenya and Tanzania.

28. The courses arc cf four weeks' duration. They fali essentially into
two parts, namely: (i) lectures 'rnd discussions on questions cf foreigr trade;
and (1î) field studies in the fcrrn of visits and discussions with senior
government officiaIs and lcading personalities in comrce, banking, trade, etce.
The Mind of topics studied under (i) above cover the various aspects of foreman
trade and commercial policy; an annota-ted list ef such topics is set out In
Anrez C. The fieid studic-s under (iî) are 4int-nâd tegio8te the course a
practical orientation and to provide participants with ZIn idea r-£ tho concrete
problems that arise in corne-xion with imports and exports in an African country,
and thc. opportunity to discuss hehse problems îith people experienced in
dealing with them. Particular attcntiîn is ÇiLven. te the various establishments,
sorviccs and activities reatirn to foreign trade and to the organization and
mthods used. These discussions =nd visits cover not cnly trade as such, but
also tranzport, f inancial earraenent, irnsurtnce usto procedures -aid ether
related matters of normi concern te government and the business sector.
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ANNEX A

AREA DISTRIBUTION OF PARTICIPANTS IN THE GENEVA COURSES
FROM DECEMBER -1955 TO DECEMBER 1966

UN Fellowship Non-FellowshipHolders Participants

AFRICA (twenty-three countries) 53

BuruxndiI
Camaerzon 2
Central African Republie 1
Chad 1
Congo (Brazzaville) 2
Congo (Democratic Republic of) 3
Dahomey 3
Ethiopia 1

Gabon 2
Gambia 1
Ohana 5
Kenya 2
Libya 1
fbdagasear 5
iii- 2

Nigeria 6
Rhodesîa and Nyasaland

(ex Pederation cof 4
Sierra Leone 1
Tanzania 4
Togo 2
Tunisia i
United Arab Republic 2
--Upper Volta 1

ASIA (excluding Middie East) 44
(fourteen countries)

Burma 4
Cambodla 2
Ceylon 2
China I
Hong Kong 2
India 9
Indonesia 6
Iran
Japan 3
Korea i
Malaysia 3
Pakistan 5
Philippines 4
Thaliand 2
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Country UN Fellowship Non-Fellowship
Holders Participants

MIDDLE EAST (four countries) 15 1

Israel 1 1
Jordan I
Turkey 10

LATIN AMERICA AND CARIBBEAN AREA 32 7
(thirteen countries)
,Argentina 3
Brazil 2
Chile 6 1
Cuba 3 3
Dominican Republic 1
Ecuador 2
Haiti I
Jamnaica 1
Mexico 1. 2
Nicaragua 2 1
Peru 5 1
Trinidad 2

Uruguay 1

EUROPE (nine countries) 25 6

Czechoslovakia 1 2
Finland
Germany, Fed. Rep. 2
Greece 9
Malta 2
Poland 5 1
Portugal 1
Spain 1

Total (sixty-three countries) 19
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ANNEX B

Outline of the Progamme for the Commercial PolicyCourse,
Geneva, February-June 1967

1. Commercial policy and develping countries

The course will begin with an exposé of the general principles of
commercial policy with special reference to the trade problems of developing
countries. The rôle of foreign trade and of commercial policy in development
and economic growth will be examined with special reference to the principle of
non-discrimination, the benefits of regional integration, the structure of the
customs tariff and the use of quantitative restrictions and subsidies.

2. Economic and statistical analysis

Experts in analytical studios will describe the structure of world trade,
trends in the demand for and the supply of primary products, industrial
production and exports of manufactured goods and the share of developing countries
in world commerce. The compilation of foreign trade statistics (sources and
methods) will be described.

3. The provisions of the GATT and the work of the CONTRACTING PARTIES

The rights and obligations of governments under the provisions of GATT,
the administiation of the Agreement end its function as a forum for negotiations
for the reductions of tariffs and the removal of other trade barriers will be
studied. This will cover protective and revenue tariffs, anti-dumping and
countervailing duties, internal taxes on imported goods, quantitative
restrictions imposed on imports because of balance-of-payments difficulties
or for other reasons and also the trading relations between countries with
market economies and countries with centrally-planned economies.

4. Regional arrangements

The formation of customs unions and free-trade areas will be discussed
in relation to the principles of non-di.scrimination and most-favoured-nation
treatment. The history, objectives and operation of existing arrangements will
be revicwed, with the assistance of experts from the secretariat's set-up
by the participating governments-

European Economic Community (including the association of African and
Malagasy States)

European Free Trade Association
Latin American Free Trade Association
Central American Common Market
Central African Economic and Customs Union
Arab Common Markct, etc.
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- as well as the advantages and disadvantages for participating countries and
the possible trade expansion and trade diversion effects for other countries.
The case for and against the negotiation of such regional arrangements for
developing countries will be studied.

5. Trade in primary products and international commodity agreements

The work of the CONTRACTING PARTIES on problems in international trade in
agricultural and tropical products will be reviewed and the negotiation and
operation of intergovernmental agreements. (wheat, sugar,coffee, tin) as well
as the obstacles encountered in negotiations on other comnodities (cocoa) will
be examined with the collaboration of officers of the UNCTAD secretariat.
Current proposals for complementary and supplementary financing, when primary
producing countries suffer. loss of foreign exchange earnings through decline
in world prices, will. be discussed.

6. Exports of manufactured goods from developing countries and the
question of tariff preferences

The difficulties experienced by developing countries in obtaining access
te the markets of developed countries for the products of their new industries
will be examined, with particular reference to the textiles industry and the
operation of the Long Term Arrangement regardingg International Trade in Cotton
Textiles. In connexion with this problem of expansion of trade and access to
markets, the merits of the proposals now under consideration, that tariff
preferences should be accordëd-by developed countries tà developing countries
and by developing countries to cach other, will be examined.

7. Export promotion

The participants will be given an opportunity to study the work of the
International Trade Centre, established by the GATT in 1964: assistance to
developing countries in broadening and enlarging their participation in
international trade; market research; trade promotion activities; etc.

Work of Other Organizations

The studies outlined in paragraphs 3 to 7 will be conducted in the light
of the activities of other intergovernmental agencies dealing with trade and
related economic matters, particularly theUNCTAD.

8. Study tour

The course will end with a visit to three European capitals or commercial
centres to study the organization of trade and the administration of trade
policy.
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ANNEX C

GATT/ECA COURSES ON FOREIGN TRADE AND

TOPICS FOR DISCUSSION

1. ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN TRADE

(a) Basic rôle of the foreign sector in economic growth in general ard in
the context of African economies.

(b) Criteria for an optimum allocation of resources between the home sector
(industries providing mainly the domestic market) and the foreign sector
(export industries necessary to finance imports): advantages or dis-
advantages of import substitution in the light of availability of natural
resources (capital, labour, management and know-how) of comparative costs,
of the employment situation and of the balance-of-payments prospects:
advantages or disadvantages of production for export in the light of
world market trends, af the competitive situation and of access to
markets.

2. THE SHAPING OF A COHERENTEXPORT AND IMPORT POLICY

(a) Exports as the main source o f foreign exchange required for development:
need to expand and diversify exports to maximize export earnings, to
facilitate and promote action by exporters.

(b) Imports as an alternative source of products (where goods are or can be
produced locally): need for a protective policy against normal and/or
abnormal competition (dumping, subsidies).

(c) Imports as a complement to national production (where goods are not
produced by the country: need for a removal of unnecessary controls).

(d) The influence of balance-of-payments considerations on the import policy
of developing countries in general and of African countries in particular.

3. THE REVENUE PROTECTIVE AND BALANCE-OF-PAYMENTIMPLICATIONS OF COMMERCIAL
POLICY MEASURES

(a) The traditional use of the customs duties as a major source of revenue
in African countries.

(b) The growing importance cf the protective clement in the commercial
policy of African countries.
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(c) The use of comercial policy measures for balance-of-payment purposes.

(d) The difficulty of reconciling the three economic purposes in the
carrying out of commercial policy measures.

(e) The use of commercial policy for non-economic purposes (health , public
order, morals, etc.).

4. PRACTICAL IMPLEMENTATION OF COMMERCIAL POLICY

(a) Action on the prices of imported products (tariffs, tariff quotas, anti-
dumping and countervailing duties, variable levies) or on prices of
exported products (subsidies).

(b) Action on the quantifies (or values) of goods imported or exported.
(import and export quotas, import and export licences, exchange
controls, other administrative restraints).

5. THE MOST-FAVOURED-NATION TREATMENT AND PREFERENCES

(a) Part played by equality of treatment in the expansion of international
trade.

tb) Economic effects of classical preferential arrangements.

(c) Rationale of regional economic integration.

(d) The advantages and disadvantages of the most-favoured-nation clause
for African countries.

THE PURPOSES AND FUNCTIONS OF THE CUSTOMS TARIFF

(a) The basic differences between a revenue and a protective tariff.

(b) The alternatives to revenue tariffs.

(c) The rôle of export duties in developing countries.

(d) The advantages and disadvantages of the tariff as a means of protection
in developing countries.

7. THE BASIC FEATURES OF CUSTOMS TARIFFS

(a) Nomenclature,

(b) Nature of the duties (specific, ad valorem, mixed duties).
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(c) -Problem of customs valuations for ad valorem duties.

(d) Special tariff or quasi-tarif measures (anti-dumping or countervailing
duties, balance-of payment surcharges, variable levies, etc).

8 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

(a) Advantages and disadvantages of quotas, import and expert restrictions
(and similar administrative controls) as a means of protection.

(b) The use of quantitative restrictions and exchange control measures for
balance-of payment purposes and practical problems of implementation.

9. SUBSIDIZATION AND DIFFERENTIAL PRIClNG POLICIES

(a) What is considered as dumping: the special case of low cost producers.

(b) What Is considered as a subsidy (direct or indirect).

(c) To what extent developing countries could assist their exporters without
attracting anti-dumping or countervailng duties.

10. OTHER MEANS OF COMMERCIAL POLICY

(a) State trading and de factor import and expert monopolies.

(b) Bilateral arrangements; their advantages and disadvantages as compared
with multilateral trade.

(c) Triangular arrangements.

(d) Long-term contracts.

(e) Commodity agreements.

EXPORT PROBLEMS OF AFRICAN COUNTRIES

(a) Recent trends of, and prospects for, world trade; analysis of trade
flows by areas and commodities.

(b) Obstacles to exports of developing countries in Africa or elsewhere to
developed countries tariffs; quantitative restrictions, internal
taxes, agricultural protection).

(c) Obstacles to export of developing countries i Africa and elsewhere to
other developing countries tariffss; quantitative restrictions and
other controls).

(d) Proposed remedies to solve the problems of growing imbalance.
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12. EXPORT PROMOTION

(a) Commodity exports.

(b) Semi-manufactured and manufactured goods.

(c) The respective rôle cf private undertakings and government.

(d) The rôle of financing, marketing and export credit.

13. REGIONAL ECONOMIC INTEGRATION AND PREFERENTIAL ARRANGEMENTS AMONGDEVELOPING
COUNTRIES, with special. reference to Africa

(a) purposess of regional (and sub-regional) integration.

(b) Method of integration (customs union, free-trade area, sectorial arrange-
ments, bilateral or multilateral preferential arrangements between
neighboring States).

(c) Experience gained. in Africa and other developing regions.

(d) Preconditions for a successful regional (or sub-regional) integration.

(e) General preferential arrangement amon- developing countries în the world.

14. WORK DONE IN INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS TO PROMOTE TRADE OF DEVELOPING
COUTRIES

(a) The network of legal trade commitments; bilateral agreements; multi-
lateral arrangements (Congo Basin Treaty, Ottawa Agreement, EEC
Association Agreement, Central American Integration Convention, LAFTA,
Customs Union arrangements in West, Central and East Africa);
international conventions such as GATT.

(b) The rôle bf GATT; Article XVIII as revised; the Haberler Report; the
work of Committee on Trade and Development; recent legal and
institutional modifications of the General Agreement.

(c) The rôle of the United Nations and its regional Commissions; the studies
and meetings of the ECA; the UNCTAD and the ne-. institutional machinery.

(d) The action of various international bodies in the field of commodities
(Commodity Councils and Study Groups, FAO, etc.) or in the field of
compensatory financing (IMF)


